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Discretionary 
Distributions:  

Considering 
Other 
Resources

The caller is focused and insistent.  She needs a 
distribution of principal – again.  

It’s not for tuition or elective surgery, but her tone 
makes clear that it’s important. Home improvement 
is mentioned, but which home is unspecified.  The 
requested amount isn’t outrageous, but if granted, 
would push her distribution for the year above 7 
percent of the trust.

She’s savvy.  She’s just negotiated her third pre-nup.  
She knows the trust agreement better than the trust 
officer. “It doesn’t say anything about considering 
other sources of income,” she reminds.

Is there a more difficult task for a trustee than 
weighing fiercely-argued, gauzily-justified requests 
for principal distributions?  Particularly from cagey 
beneficiaries who were granted removal power in the 
most recent decanting?
             (continued on p. 24)
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Discretionary Distributions
(continued from p. 22)

engage wisdom, withstand emotions, evaluate family context 
and parse passages in the trust that might have been either 
meticulously crafted or pasted from a form book. 

This is not an exercise where court cases give guidance.  Texts 
vary widely, circumstances infinitely.  Trying to interpret 
a trust’s language from past court cases is “generally an 
unproductive exercise,” observed Chancellor Grover Brown, 
among the best at divining the meaning of trusts.6  “Precedents 
are substantially valueless,” lamented a New York judge.7

Even overarching principles can collide.  The Third 
Restatement reports a widespread view that “support and 
maintenance” implies the beneficiary may be maintained at 
the standard of living she enjoyed when the trust became 
irrevocable.8 Yet, there are limits, candidly expressed by Vice 
Chancellor Pearson when he analyzed a mandate “comfortably 
to support” the testator’s widow, in an era when scriveners 
never split infinitives.  “The needs, desires and habits of the 
person to be supported should be given weighty consideration.  
Nevertheless, that does not justify an indulgence of every 
whim or caprice of the beneficiary. An important connotation 
of the expression is the idea of moderation.”9

Such a judicial attitude helps give spine to a trustee 
confronted with a beneficiary seeking full support for a sixth 
undergraduate year at a private college.  A request for a $5 
million private jet is likely doomed.10

On the other hand, while at least one state has found a “general 
rule” that a beneficiary’s other resources be substantially 
exhausted before invasion of principal is authorized,11 this 
view is largely rejected as penurious and contrary to most 
grantors’ intentions.12

Delaware trustees eye beneficiaries’ resources in different 
ways.  Some trustees, even if the governing instrument does 
not mandate taking available resources into account, require 
information about assets and cash flow when any discretionary 
distribution is requested.  Some ask for tax returns in all 
cases.  Others require only a budget and balance sheet, unless 
the request reaches a certain level.  Yet other offices ask 
for financial detail only when circumstances warrant closer 
inquiry. 

The Third Restatement approves each approach.  “The trustee 
generally may rely on the beneficiary’s representations 
and on readily available, minimally intrusive information 
requested of the beneficiary,” unless “the trustee has reason 
to suspect that the information thus supplied is inaccurate or 
incomplete.”13

Whatever policy they pursue, trust departments have many 
reasons to prevent trusts from springing unjustifiable leaks.  
Beneficiaries pleased with one distribution can become high-
maintenance.  Displeased remainder beneficiaries can become 
litigious.  

The distribution committee is not a foolproof firewall, 
but provides support for harangued trust officers.  Their 
internal guideposts, institutional memory and decades of life 
experience can resolve these conundrums sensibly.

A recent change in legal authority has given distribution 
committees an important tool that was often denied in the past.

In earlier generations, if the governing instrument was silent 
on the subject, a trustee didn’t need to examine a beneficiary’s 
resources in evaluating a request for discretionary distribution.  
Indeed, examination of a beneficiary’s income and assets was 
often prohibited.1 

The Third Restatement of Trusts, published in 2003 and 
seeping into court decisions, reversed this rule, saying that 
if the governing instrument does not address whether the 
beneficiary’s resources should be considered, then they 
generally should be.2

An earlier generation’s guide, the Second Restatement, published 
in 1959, erected a presumption that if the governing instrument 
were silent on the subject, a beneficiary with other resources 
could nevertheless be entitled to distributions for support.3 This 
presumption begat a generation of irreconcilable rulings that 
obscured trustees’ duties of prudence and impartiality.
Generally, the Third Restatement is attentive to the interests 
of vulnerable beneficiaries.  Here it grants moral support and 
legal heft to arguments of remainder beneficiaries whose 
future nest eggs are threatened by erosion.  The logic is 
clear.  Discretionary distributions should be based on the 
standards in the document – and vigilance for the interests of 
all beneficiaries.  A decision whether a distribution is really 
necessary for support should be based on all important facts. 

Decisions in Delaware courts had hinted at this attitude, 
even before the Third Restatement.  In the first McNeil case 
in 1999, the Court of Chancery stated that the trustees “had 
an affirmative duty to consider the needs and resources” of 
beneficiaries seeking distributions from a $50 million trust. 
“The Trustees’ decision to consider the needs and resources 
of the Children before making a final decision on the Request 
was therefore reasonable and flawed only by delay.”4 

A beneficiary of another trust, whose trustee could make 
discretionary distributions, “having in mind [the beneficiaries’] 
other income and resources,” was rebuffed by the Court 
in 1998 in her request for help to pay for her children’s 
education, when she refused to submit financial information 
requested by the trustee – including for her husband.5  While 
her child was presumably impecunious, if the father had the 
ability to pay, and otherwise would have been expected to 
pay, the trust’s payment for his child’s education would have 
effectively made him a beneficiary.
Evaluating distribution requests requires the trustee to 
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Principal distributions should be documented and reported.  
Remainder beneficiaries can complain, with justification, 
that undisclosed principal distributions violate the trustee’s 
duties to be impartial and to keep beneficiaries informed.14  
The Third Restatement says this means that if remainder 
beneficiaries ask, they are entitled to “relevant, general 
information concerning the bases upon which the trustee’s 
discretionary judgments have been or will be made,” 
with “reasonable protection” for confidential or sensitive 
information.15

Added incentive for vigilance, for institutions under its 
jurisdiction, comes from the Comptroller of the Currency, 
whose handbook for national bank examiners admonishes, 
“Effective risk management requires a process to ensure 
that the decision to make a discretionary distribution is 
based on standards that are fair to both the income and 
principal beneficiaries. ... All discretionary distribution 
decisions should be adequately supported, documented, 
and approved by an authorized authority.”16  The OCC’s 
examiners will document their displeasure at what they 
perceive to be slipshod or poorly documented distribution 
policies.

Handling insistent beneficiaries is among the special skills 
of a trust officer.  The increasing discretion to size up a 
beneficiary’s financial position will sometimes provoke 
difficult conversations, but will ultimately help the trustee 
to carry out grantors’ intentions more effectively.
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